
Smokey�s
Fire Prevention

Activity Book



Forest Maze
Please, help Smokey find the forest fire!



Dot-to-Dot
Connect the dots to see who is  hidden in the picture!







1.  Write Doown A License Number

2.  Write Down a Vehicle Description

3.  Write Down a Suspect�s
Description!



Only                You!

Rabbits
Fox
Deer
Bird
Fish

Help Smokey

Find the hidden forest friends
Squirrel
Ax
Shovel
Bucket
Turtle
Porcupine



Nicholas and Jennifer are afraid.  A fire has started in the
forest.  It is getting closer.  Can you help them find their
way out of the forest to tell a grown-up about the fire?



Find The Fire Hazards

Find the ten fire hazards in this picture!



Forest Wordsearch
Search for the words below in this puzzle and circle them.  They may be spelled for-

wards or backwards, and placed vertically, horizontally, or diagonally.

Fireplace Rake Trees Animals
Leaves Firefighter Home Water
Extinguisher Flames Matches Prevention
Fire Ring Gutters Spark Hose
Neighborhood Burning Smokey Forest
Wood Shovel Arson Rangers
Shakes Smoke Fireworks Roof



Smokey

Bingo

Here�s a game to play around your neighborhood or while travelling or on vacation.
When you see one of the objects pictured on the Smokey Bingo card, mark it with a
pencil or crayon. If more than one person is playing, the first person to see the object
marks it on their card. Smokey Bingo can be won by marking all objects on any
straight line, or by playing �black out�, with all objects having to be marked



Smokey Rebus*

*Rebus: a puzzle consisting of objects, signs, etc. which, by the sound of their names suggest words or
phrases



Recombine the letters in Smokey�s words to make new words, like the examples below.
Make as many words as you can, using the letters in any combination



Careless Campers
Everyone knows that careless campers cause forest fires.  In the top picture, cross out
the 10 ways Mr. Smith and Billy are being careless campers.  In the bottom picture,
circle the 10 ways Mr. Smith and Billy are being careful campers



Crossword
Test your skill of forest messages by using the

clues to solve this puzzle.

Across
1. My family had a ____ in

the forest (hint: lunch).

3. Initials of forest fire
prevention symbol.

5. You can ___ Smokey
prevent forest fires.

8. Name of fire prevention
symbol.

9. Smokey is this type of
animal.

10. Grown-ups build camp-
fires at least 10 feet
away from ___.

13. If you find matches in
the forest, ____ them to a
grown-up.

16. Always pitch your tent
____ the 10 foot circle of
safety. (opposite of in-
side)

17. Young Smokey

18. Grown-ups always ____
their campfires (hint:
with their eyes).

20. Smokey lives in the
_____.

21. Number of feet that
should be cleared around
a campfire.

22. ________, only you can
prevent wildfires.

23. Always give _____ to a
grown-up.

Down
1. Smokey�s friends share

fire ____ with everyone

2. Time you can begin to help Smokey.

____ outside the 10 foot circle of safety.

7. Smokey likes campers who are ____.

11. I like to _____ in the forest.

12. If you see a fire, ____ a grown-up.

14. Grown-ups put out ____ by stirring
with lots of water.

15. ____ are Smokey�s helper in forest fire
prevention.

17. Smokey�s friends can help
grown-ups ____ a 10 foot circle of
leaves, needles and grass before
building a campfire.

18. A bucket of ____ should be at
every campfire.

19. Smokey wears one.
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